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RATIONAL HOMOTOPY OF THE SPACE OF SELF-MAPS
OF COMPLEXES WITH FINITELY MANY HOMOTOPY GROUPS

SAMUEL B. SMITH

Abstract. For simply connected CW complexes X with finitely many, finitely

generated homotopy groups,1 the path components of the function space

M(X, X) of free self-maps of X are all of the same rational homotopy type if

and only if all the ^-invariants of X are of finite order. In case X is rationally

a two-stage Postnikov system the space Mq(X , X) of inessential self-maps of

X has the structure of rational //-space if and only if the fc-invariants of X

are of finite order.

1. Introduction

Given spaces X and Y let M(X, Y) denote the space of free, continuous

maps from X to Y with the compact-open topology. Given a map / : X —* Y,

we let Mf(X, Y) denote the component of / in M(X, Y). In particular, we
denote by Mq(X , Y) the space of inessential maps from X to Y and by

Mx (X, X) the space of self-maps of X which are homotopic to the identity. If

X and Y are spaces with base points then we have the subspace M(X, T), of

M(X, Y) consisting of all based maps between X and Y. Given a based map

/ : X —► Y, we write Mf(X, 7), for the component of / in M(X, Y%.
In his 1956 paper [20], R. Thorn used a Postnikov decomposition of Y to

show that the homotopy groups of M(X, Y) are determined up to a series of
group extensions involving the cohomology of X with coefficients in the homo-
topy of Y. To illustrate his technique, Thorn computed the rational homotopy

groups of certain function spaces. He also showed how by analyzing the eval-

uation map it is possible, in certain cases, to determine the rational homotopy

type of components of M(X, Y). While predating by many years Sullivan's
development of the theory of minimal models, Thorn's work established the

techniques for studying function spaces within the framework of rational ho-

motopy theory. In [7], Haefliger completed a program initiated by Sullivan

[ 18] with the construction of a rational homotopy-theoretic model for the space

of sections of a nilpotent bundle. The construction embodied the two aspects
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of Thorn's approach to the study of function spaces—Haefliger and Sullivan's

algebraic model mirrored Thorn's geometric use of Postnikov decompositions
and, as Thorn's work suggested, a key element of the construction was the alge-

braic characterization of the relevant evaluation maps. In this paper we apply

Thorn's methods within the context of Sullivan's minimal models to study the

rational homotopy types represented by the components of function spaces.

A basic problem concerning the function space M(X, Y) is to classify its

components up to homotopy type. In case X is an «-manifold and Y an

«-sphere, Hansen [8] classifies the components in terms of the degree of the

map from X to Y. Moller obtains an analogous classification theorem in [14]

when X and Y are taken to be complex projective spaces. If Y is an ü-space

with homotopy inverses, it is easy to show that the components of M(X, Y)
represent one homotopy type. Our first main result states that when X = Y the

assumption that X is a rational £f-space is necessary to ensure the components

of M(X, X) are of one rational homotopy type. We prove

Theorem 1. If X is a simply connected complex with finitely many, finitely gen-

erated homotopy groups, the path components of M(X, X) are all of the same

rational homotopy type if and only if the k-invariants of X are all of finite order.

The proof of Theorem 1 is computational; we use rational Postnikov tow-

ers together with Thorn's method for calculating homotopy groups of function

spaces, which we recall in §3. In fact, the key lemma (Lemma 3.2) is the

calculation of the rational homotopy groups of the space MQ(X, Y) for X

and Y simply connected spaces of finite homotopy type. Our computational

method also permits the determination of the rational homotopy type of the

space Mx (X, X) for certain spaces X, which has implications for the the-

ory of classifying fibrations (see §5). As an example we determine the rational

homotopy type of MX(X, X) when X is a product of spheres (Theorem 2).

If X is an ü-space then multiplication of maps gives the spaces M0(X, X)*

and Mo(X, X) the structure of i/-space also. In Lemma 6.1, we prove that

if X is a two-stage Postnikov system, then the space of based inessential maps

M0(X, X)* has the structure of i/-space regardless of whether or not X does.

This fact contrasts sharply with the situation for the space of free inessential

maps. In fact, our second main result implies that if X is rationally a two-

stage Postnikov system, then the assumption that X is a rational i/-space is

necessary to ensure that Mo(X, X) has the structure of rational H -space. We
prove

Theorem 3. Let X be a simply connected complex with finitely many, finitely
generated homotopy groups whose rationalization is a two-stage Postnikov system.

Then there is a rational equivalence

M0(X, X) ~q X x M0(X, X),.

The proof of Theorem 3 consists in constructing the minimal model for

M0(X, X). To accomplish this we use the Hirsch Lemma [4, Lemma 3.1] and

the algebraic characterization of certain evaluation maps given by Haefliger [7],

which we recall in §7. Our proof follows the approach taken by Möller and

Raussen in [15]. We remark that since MX(X, X) always has the structure of
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i£-space, with multiplication given by composition of maps, Theorem 3 can be

viewed as a refinement of Theorem 1 for two-stage Postnikov systems.
This paper represents a portion of the author's Ph.D. thesis. The author

would like to thank his thesis advisor, Professor Donald Kahn, for his assistance

and encouragement during the preparation of this work.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we recall results and establish notation for use in the sequel.
We begin with a result on

Function spaces and rationalization. The space M(X, Y) does not, in general,

have the homotopy type of a CW complex. (For an example of this failure,

see [13, p. 273].) Since we wish to consider the rationalization of components

of M(X ,Y), we must restrict the spaces X and Y under consideration so
that the components of M(X, Y) are nilpotent CW complexes. The following

proposition provides us with a suitable class of spaces with which to work:

Proposition 2.1. Let X and Y be simply connected countable CW complexes with

either
(a) X a finite complex or

(b) X having finitely generated homotopy groups and Y having finitely

many, finitely generated homotopy groups.

Then each component Mf(X, Y) of M(X, Y) is a nilpotent CW complex.

Moreover, if e : Y —> Y0 is the rationalization of Y, then the induced map

e : Mf(X, Y) -» Meof(X, Y~o) obtained by composition with e, is the rational-

ization of Mf(X, Y). The analogous result holds on based mapping spaces.

Proof. When X is a finite complex, Milnor [13] shows that Mf(X, Y) has the
homotopy type of a (countable) complex. The result on the nilpotence and the

rationalization of Mf(X, Y) in this case is [10, Theorem 2.5]. In case (b) the
fact that Mf(X, Y) has the homotopy type of a complex is due to P. Kahn [12].

For nilpotence, we observe that the proof of [ 11, Theorem A] goes through if Y

is a finite Postnikov piece (as opposed to being homologically finite). Similarly,

the result on the rationalization of Mf(X, Y) in case (b) can be deduced from

[11, Theorem B].   D

In view of the proposition, we state our results in terms of simply connected

complexes with finitely many, finitely generated homotopy groups. We remark,

however, that we could work equally well with simply connected finite complexes

X with finite-dimensional rational homotopy (i.e.,  X^>2dimQ7r„(X) <g> Q <

oo).

Minimal models. We next establish notation for working with differential graded

algebras (DGAs) and Sullivan's theory of minimal models. Our references for
rational homotopy theory are [2, 4, 18, 19].

By a DGA, (sé*, d), we mean a connected commutative graded algebra
sé * over Q together with an algebra derivation d of degree one whose square

is zero.   Given a rational vector space   V,   we denote by An(V)  the free
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graded algebra generated in degree n > 0 by the elements of V. Alter-

nately, if xx, ... , x¡ are a basis for V we may write A„(xx, ... , x¡) for

A„(V). A graded algebra 38* is free if 38* may be written in the form 38* =
<8>^Li A„(K„). In this case, we will write Vect„(^*) = Vn for the vector space

of degree n generators of 38*.
A DGA (38*, d) is minimal if ^* is free as graded algebra, 38* =

<8>^Li A„(F„), where the graded vector space ®^li Vn admits a well-ordered,

homogeneous basis xa such that i/xa is a polynomial without linear term in

the xfi with ß < a. In particular, if ^* is free and simply connected then

(38*, d) is minimal if and only if the image of d is contained in the decom-

posables of 38*.
If (sé*, d) is a DGA and 38* is a free graded algebra given as above, then

we may form a new DGA (W*, d'), which we denote by W* = sé* ®d, £%*,

where, as graded algebra, ^* = sé* ® 33*, and where the differential d' is

defined by d'\sé* = d, while d' on 38* is some degree one derivation from
38* to the cocycles of (sé*, d). Note that defining d' is equivalent to defining

linear maps d' : Vn -» /^"+1(J/*, ¿).
If X is a nilpotent CW complex, then we have the de Rham-Sullivan DGA

(£l*(X), Sx) which has the property that H(ST(X), Sx) = H*(X, Q) by an iso-
morphism which is induced by a chain map to the rational cochains of X. We

say (sé*(X), dx) is a model for X if there is a chain map from (sé*(X), dx)
to the de Rham-Sullivan DGA which induces an isomorphism on cohomology.

A model (sé*(X), dx) is a minimal model for X if (sé*(X), dx) is a minimal
DGA. Sullivan [18] proves the existence and uniqueness (up to DGA isomor-

phism) of a minimal model for X as hypothesized. He shows, moreover, that

the minimal model of X is, in fact, a unique invariant of the rational homotopy

type of X. We will write (Jt*(X), dx) for the minimal model of X.

3. Results of Thom and a calculation

We begin this section by recalling results of Thom in [20]. Let G be any

abelian group and « > 1. Then, for any complex X, Thom observes that

the components of M(X, K(G, «)) represent a single homotopy type. Since

K(G, n) has the structure of abelian topological group so does Mo(X, K(G, «)).

Therefore, M0(X, K(G, «)) has the homotopy type of a product of Eilenberg-

Mac Lane spaces. Thom constructs an isomorphism

(3.1) 7tp(M0(X, K(G, «))) =■ H"-P(X, G),

which is defined as follows. Given a £ np(M0(X, K(G, «))), by the exponen-

tial law a is represented by a map F : Sp x X —> K(G, n) with F\txX = *. Let

i„ £ Hn(K(G, n), G) be the fundamental class. Then, since F\txX = *, we

may write F*(in) = sp® an-p £ Hn(SP x X, G) for some an-p £ Hn~P(X, G)

where sp e HP(SP , Z) is a fixed generator. The isomorphism sends a to an-p.

Given a fibration q : E —► B and any map f ' : X —► E, we have a fibration

q : Mf(X, E) -» Mqo/(X, B), where q is the map defined by composition

with q . Thom argues that if q is a principal fibration with fibre F = K(G, n),

then a component of the fibre of q may be identified as Mq(X , K(G, «)). Thus
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for principal fibrations K(G, n) «-* E A B we have a fibre sequence on free

mapping spaces of the form

M0(X, K(G, n)) -+ Mf(X, E) Â Mqof(X, B).

Corresponding to this fibre sequence we have a long exact sequence on homotopy

of the form

••• -+ np(Mf(X, E)) - np(Mqof(X, B)) ± np-X(M0(X, K(G, n)))

As regards the boundary homomorphism d in this sequence, Thom gives the

following characterization which takes into account the identification of

kp_x(Mo(X, K(G, «))) with H"+X~P(X, G).

Let kn+x £ Hn+X(B, G) be the A:-invariant for the principal fibration

K(G, n)^E^B.

Then, given F : Sp x X —► B with F\txX = q o f representing a £

np(Mqof(X, B)), we have that F*(kn+X) £ Hn+x(Sp x X, G) and, as such,

we may write

F*(kn+X) = sp® an+up + 1 ® an+x.

However, since F\txX admits a lifting to E we see that (F\txX)*(kn+x) = 0 so

that actually

F*(kn+X) = sp®an+up £ H"+x(Sp xX,G),

for some an+X-p £ Hn+x~p(X, G). Thom argues that the image of a £

np(Mqof(X, B)) under the boundary homomorphism

d : np(Mqof(X, B) -> np.x(M0(X, K(G, n))) = Hn+x-p(X, G)

identified in H"+X~P(X, G) is the cohomology class an+up. We use these re-
sults to prove

Lemma 3.2. Let X and Y be simply connected complexes with finitely many,
finitely generated homotopy groups. Let Vn = n„(Y) ® Q, n > 1. Choose N

such that Vn = 0 for n > N. Then, the rational homotopy groups of the free

mapping space M0(X, Y) are given, for p > 0, by

N

lip(Mo(X, Y)) ® Q =■ 0 H"-p(X, Vn).
n=2

Proof Let Yn , n = 2, ... , N, be the terms in the Postnikov decomposition

of the rationalization Yo of Y. Then for each n = 3, ... , N, we have a

principal fibration pn : Yn -> y„_i with fibre K(Vn, n), and we may assume

that Yff = Yo. By the above, we have fibre sequences

M0(X,K(Vn,n))-+Mo(X,Yn)-^M0(X,Yn-i).

Our method will be to show that, for each such fibre sequence, the boundary

homomorphism

d :itp(M0(X, T„_,)) ^ np_x(Mo(X, K(Vn,n)))

is zero for all p > 0.
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Before proving this fact let us observe that it implies the result. By Proposi-

tion 2.1 and our assumptions on X and Y, we have, regarding the rational-

ization (M0(X, Y))o of M0(X, 7), that

(M0(X, Y))o s* M0(X, Y0) = M0(X, YN).

If all boundary homomorphisms vanish, as will be shown, then, from the exact

homotopy sequences corresponding to the above fibrations, we see inductively

that

np(Mo(X, Y)) ® Q = np(Mo(X, YN))

^np(Mo(X,YN_x))®np(Mo(X,K(VN,N)))

S kp(Mo(X, YN-2)) e np(Mo(X, K(VN_X, N - 1)))

®np(Mo(X,K(VN,N)))

N

^■■■*@np(MQ(X,K(Vn,n))).
n=2

To recover the statement of the lemma, we use Thorn's result (3.1) that

np(Mo(X,K(Vn,n)))^Hn~p(X, Vn).

To show the boundary homomorphism

d : np(Mo(X, Yn-i)) -+ itp.x(M0(X, K(Vn,n)))

is zero we use the characterization given it by Thorn, recalled above.

Let a £ np(Mo(X, T„_i)). Choose F : Sp x X ^ 7„_i with F^xX = *

representing a. Let kn+x £ Hn+x(Yn_x, V„) be the ^-invariant of the principal

fibration K(V„ , n) <-^> Y„ ̂ > Yn_x. Then we have that

d(a)enp-i(M0(X,K(Vtt,n)))

is identified as an+up £ Hn+x~p(X, Vn) where

F*(kn+X) = sp®an+x_p £ Hn+x(Sp x X, Vn).

To show 9(a) = 0 then it suffices to show

F* :Hn+x(Yn_x,Q)->Hn+x(Sp xI,Q)

is zero. We prove the latter fact by considering the DGA map

JT(F) : (Jf*(Yn-X),dYn_x) - (Jt*(Sp x X),dSPxX)

induced on minimal models by F : Sp x X -* Yn_x.

By the Künneth formula for minimal models [19, p. 75] the minimal model

of Sp x X is given as

(jr*(sp x x), dSPxX) =■ (j?*(sp) ® jt*(x) , dSP ® dx).

Recall that (J?*(SP), ds?) is given by

Ap(xp),    dSP = 0 for p odd,

AP (xp ) ®dsP A2p-1 (y2p-1 ),   ds? (yip-1 ) = xj for p even.
(jr(s»),ds,) = ^
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Thus for p odd or even, J?*(SP x X) decomposes as graded vector space in
the form

(3.3)

JT(Sp x X) = (1 ®Jf*(X)) ® (xp®JT(Xj) ® I 0 Jf\Sp) ®Jf*(X) j ,

where we write Jfl(Sp) for the elements of degree i in JK*(SP). Put sé* =

(&i¥o,pJ?i(SP)®^*(x) » and observe that sé* is, in fact, a sub-DGA (albeit

without unit) of Jí*(Sp x X). We denote the restriction of dspxx to sé* by
¿ST-.

Since y„_i is simply connected and «-coconnected (i.e., nq(Yn_x) = 0 for

q > n) by the Sullivan isomorphism [2, p. 65], the minimal model for Y„-X is

generated by elements of degree < n. Thus ^rn+x(Yn-X) is additively generated

by decomposable elements. Let zn+x £ Jin+x(Yn-X) be of the form zn+x =

I], Zj where z, e Jtr'(Y„-i) and 0 < r, < n. Then

^*(P)(z„+i) = Jt*(F) il] z, j = Y[jt*(F)(zi) £ J?"+l(Sp x X).

Using (3.3) we may write Jf*(F)(z{) in the form

Jr*(F)(zi) = l®ai + xp® bi + Ci

where a¡ £ JTri(X), b¡ £ J?ri~p(X), and C, e sén. But now, since F\txX -

*, we see that each a¡ = 0. We conclude that actually

JT*(F)(zn+x) = Yl^*(F)(zi) = ]J(xp ® bi + Q) £ sé"+x.
i i

Since ^n+1(F„_i) is additively generated by such decomposables z„+i, we
have shown that Jf*(F) maps ^f"+1(F„_i) into sén+x.

Now, since H'(SP, Q) = 0 for i ¿ 0, p, the DGA (sé*, d&) is, by its
definition, acyclic; i.e., H*(sé*, d&) — 0. As a result of the preceding paragraph
then, the map induced by Ji*(F) on degree « + 1 cohomology is zero. Finally,
recall that the map induced by Jf*(F) on degree « + 1 cohomology is just

F* :Hn+x( r„_ x,Q)->Hn+x(Sp xX,Q), and the proof is complete.   D

Remark. Lemma 3.2 asserts that the differentials in the Fédérer spectral se-

quence [6] Efj = H-i(X, izj(Y)) => in+j(M0(X, Y)) have finite order. The
referee has pointed out that this fact is well-known and easy to prove when X

and Y are spectra and the spectral sequence is the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral
sequence.

4. Proof of Theorem 1

The proof of Theorem 1 consists in comparing the rational homotopy groups

of M0(X, X) with those of Mx (X, X). In preparation for the proof, we follow

Thorn's approach to obtain a characterization (Lemma 4.4) of the boundary
homomorphisms in the long exact homotopy sequence of certain mapping space
fibrations.
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For / = 2, ... , n + 1,   let  V¡ be a rational vector space and let Xn =

U."=2K(vi>1)- Let K(vn+i » n + 1) «-► AT„+i £±l X„ be a principal fibration
with classifying map kn+2 : Xn —► K(Vn+x, n + 2). Given a space X and any

map /„+i : X -> Xn+X let /, = p„+i o fn+l : X -» X„. We seek to characterize
the boundary homomorphisms

(4.1) a : np(Mfn(X, Xn)) - 7tp_i(M0(X, tf(F„+i, « + 1)))

of the long exact sequence on homotopy corresponding to the fibre sequence

Mo(X, K(Vn+x, n + 1)) -, Mfn+l(X, Xn+X) - Mfa(X, X„).

Since X„ is a product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces, from Thorn's result

(3.1) we have

(4.2) np(Mfn(X, XH)) £ 0//'"'(*, F/) S 0 #'"'(*, Q) ® Ff,
1=2 1=2

where K7* = Hom(F,, Q). Similarly,

^_,(M0(X, tf(K„+1, « + 1))) Si H"-p+2(X, Q) ® Vn*+l.

Using these identifications, we view d in (4.1) as a map

n
(4.3) 9 : 0Ü/-"(X, Q) ® ̂ * -» H"-p+2(X, Q) S F„*+,.

/=2

Let i// = dimQ^*, I = 2, ... , n + I, and let x,/, i = I, ... , d¡, be a

basis for 1^*. Now k„+2 induces a linear map k*+2 : V*+l —► Hn+2(X„ , Q) on

rational cohomology. Observe that ££* (X„ , Q) is the free graded algebra given

by H*(Xn,Q) = <8>f=2A/(^*). Thus the elements of Hn+2(Xn, Q) may be
viewed as polynomials in the variables xa, 2 < I < n. Let p¡ = k*+2(Xjt„+x) £

Hn+2(Xn, Q) be the corresponding polynomials in x,;, 2 < / < «. Then,

regarding d in (4.3), we have

Lemma 4.4. Given ak_p £ Hl°-p(X, Q) with 2<lQ<n,

. aU-o • Jn   I —■
c»o/o

d(ak.p ® xklo) = £ a,0_p - f*n (JJ^ ® xj,n+x £ H"~P+2(X, Q) ® Vn*+l,

/or 1 < i'o < dk.

Proof. Let p¡ : X„ -> K(V¡, I) be the projection onto the /th factor of Xn,

1 = 2, ... , n. Define F : Sp x X -* Xn by requiring that

(o oF)*(x ) = il® *'°'° + Sp ® fl/°-p € ^'"^ X X' Q)     for ' = *°' ' = /o'

W °    M ,/j     [ 1 ® xn £ H'(Sp x X, Q)     otherwise,

where sp £ HP(SP, Z) is a fixed generator, and xa = f^(x¡¡) £ Hl(X, Q).

We claim that F represents an element a £ np(Mfn(X, X„)). To see this, let
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¿2 : X —> Sp x X be the inclusion i2(x) = (*, x). Observe that for each x¡¡,

(F o i2)*(xü) = i*2(F*(xü)) = i*2(l ® xu + esp ® ak_p) = xa = f*(xu),

where e is either one or zero according to whether or not (i, I) = (io, ¡o)- It

follows that F\txX ~/„:I-»I„, which implies the claim. It is easy to check

that this a £ np(Mfn(X, Xn)) corresponds to a¡0_p ® xio¡0 e Hl°-"(X, Q) ® V*

under the identification (4.2).
According to Thorn's characterization of the boundary homomorphism (§3),

to prove the lemma we must show that for I < j < d„+i,

F* o k:+2(Xj,„+i) =sp® ak_p ■ f*n (J^j £ H"+2(X, Q),

where we recall that p¡ = k*+2(Xj,n+x) £ Hn+2(X, Q) is a polynomial in the

xu,   2 < I < n.
Write Pj in the form

Pj = (xy0)"lmx + ■■■ + (xkh)n'mt + p),

where p'j is a polynomial and the m^ are monomials which do not involve the

variable x,0/0. Using the fact that s2 = 0, we compute

F* o K+2(Xj,„+i) = F*(Pj) = F*((xiok)"*mi + ■■■ + (Xi0i0)"'mt+P'j)

= i1 Qx^+Sp ® aiQ-p)"l(l ® ñ(mx))

+ •••+(10xy0 +sp® ak_p)n,(l ® f;(mt)) + 1 ® f¿(p'j)

= «i(sp ® a¡0_p(xiolo)n>-xf¿(mx)) +... + nt(sp® ak_p(xklü)n'~xfí(mt))

+ 1 ® {xlakrrn(mx) + --- + 1® (xlak)n>f*n(mt) + 1 ® f*n(p'})

= Sp * a'°-p 'f" (Ä) + l ® rM = Sp * a'^ ■ f" {ö%i> ■

(Note : f*(pj) = (kn+2 o fn)*(xj,n+x) = 0 since kn+2 o /„ ~ *.)   D

We are now prepared to prove

Theorem 1. Let X be a simply connected CW complex with finitely many,

finitely generated homotopy groups. Then, the components of M(X, X) are

all of the same rational homotopy type if and only if all the k-invariants of X

are of finite order.

Proof. If the fc-invariants of X are all of finite order, then the rationalization

Xo of X is a product of (rational) Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces—a finite product

since X has finite-dimensional rational homotopy. Thus X0 has the homotopy

type of an abelian topological group and so the components of M(X, Xo) are

of the same homotopy type. Sufficiency now follows easily from the fact that, by

Proposition 2.1, given any / : X —► X the map e : Mf(X, X) —> Meof(X, Xq)
is the rationalization of Mf(X, X), where e : X —* X0 is the rationalization

of X.
To prove necessity we show that if such a complex X has an infinite order k-

invariant, then the rational homotopy groups of Mx (X, X) are not isomorphic

to those of M0(X, X).
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Suppose X is as in the hypothesis and has an infinite order k-invariant. Let

{Xn}™=2 be the spaces in the Postnikov decomposition of the rationalization X0
of X. Since X has finite-dimensional rational homotopy, we may suppose that

Xn = Xo for some N » 0. We are given principal fibrations p„ : X„ —► X„-X

with fibre K(V„ , n), where V„ - n„(X) ® Q and «-equivalences /„ : X0 -> Xn

with Pn° fn — fn-i- We take fa : Xo —> X^ = Xo to be the identity.
Let /:I-»I be any map. For each n we have the fibre sequence

Mo(X,K(Vn , «)) -» Mfn0eof(X, Xn) -^ Mfn_l0eof(X, X„_,).

Thus, for each p > 0,  corresponding to the above fibre sequence we have the

exact sequence

np(Mo(X, K(Vn , «))) - np(Mfn0eof(X, Xn)) ^ np(Mfn_>oeof(X, X„_,)).

Now X2 = K(V2,2) and

Mflf0eof(X, X#) = Meof(X, X0) sí (Mf(X, X))o.

Since, by the above sequence,

divciQnp(Mfn0eof(X, Xn)) <dim®np(Mo(X, K(Vn, «)))

+ dimQ7ip(Mfii_¡oeof(X, X„_i)),

and since np(Mo(X, K(V„ , «))) = H"~P(X, V„), we see by an easy induction

that, for p > 0,

N

(4.5) dimqiip(Mf(X, X)) ® Q < ^dimQü"-p(X, K„).
«=2

In Lemma 3.2 we showed that, if / : X —* X is taken to be the constant
map, then the inequality (4.5) is actually an equality for all p > 0. To prove

the theorem, we take / : X —> X to be the identity and show that there exists

p > 0 for which the inequality (4.5) is strict. To show this, it suffices to prove
that, for some p > 0 and some « in the range 2 < « < N, the boundary

homomorphism

d : np(Mfn0e(X, XH)) - np-X(M0(X, K(Vn+x, «+ 1))),

corresponding to the exact sequence on homotopy of the fibration

Mo(X,K(Vn+x, n + 1)) -» Mfn+i0e(X, Xn+i) ^ MÂoe(X, Xn)

(i.e the fibration in the case where / = 1*) is nontrivial.
We are assuming that some /c-invariant of X is of infinite order. It follows

from this that the corresponding k-invariant of Xo is nontrivial. Suppose
kn+2 £ Hn+2(Xn, Vn+X) is the first nontrivial fc-invariant of Xo. Then X„ is

a product of rational Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces; in fact, X„ = Yl"=2K(Vi, I).

With the notation of Lemma 4.4, since k*+2 : V*+i -* Hn+2(Xn, Q) is nontrivial

we may choose xJo>n+i £ V*+l such that pk = k*+2(xk<n+x) £ Hn+2(Xn , Q) is

a nonzero polynomial in the variables x¡[,   2 < I < n. Let xy0 be a variable
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appearing in pk. Then, according to Lemma 4.4, the boundary homomorphism

d : ith(Mfn0e(X, Xn)) - nk_x(Mo(X, K(Vn+x, « + 1)))

with identifications as in (4.3), is given on 1 <g> x,0/0 £ H°(X, Q) ® V¡* by

ö(l ®xiolo) = f^(fnoe)* (■£%-) ®Xj,n+i £ H»-l°+2(X, Q).
j=x \°Xi0l0/

Since Pj0 £ Hn+2(Xn, Q) involves the the variable xio¡Q, certainly dpjo/dxioi0

is nonzero in H"~'0+2(Xn, Q). Since f„ is an «-equivalence and e is a ra-

tional equivalence, (fno e)*(dpj0/dxigi0) is nonzero in i/"~/o+2(X, Q). Thus

d : iik(Mfn0e(X, XH)) -» 7r,0_i(7V£0(X, K(Vn+x, « + 1))) is nontrivial.   D

5. The rational homotopy of Mx (X, X)

The space Afi(X,X), often written GX(X), is an ££-space with multipli-
cation defined by composition of maps. Its classifying space BG^X) (see [5]),
is the universal cover of the classifying space, BG(X), for Hurewicz fibrations

with fibre the homotopy type of X, as constructed by Stasheff [17] and Allaud

[1]. Determining the rational homotopy type of BG¡(XX is an important and,

in general, difficult problem. (See [18, pp. 313-314] for a description of the
Quillen minimal model of BG[^XX and [21] for an application of this model.)

On the other hand, since Mx (X, X) is an i/-space it has the rational homotopy
type of a product of rational Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces. Thus determining the

rational homotopy type of Mx (X, X) is equivalent to computing its rational

homotopy groups. In [16], we use Lemma 4.4 to compute the rational homo-

topy groups of Mx (X, X) (and thus, by degree shifting, the rational homotopy

groups of BGl(X)) for spaces X whose rational cohomology is a tensor product

of free algebras and truncated polynomial algebras—a class of spaces which in-

cludes products of spheres, projective spaces and Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces.
To indicate the method, we prove

Theorem 2. Let X = Sr¡ x ■ • ■ x Srk x S'1 x ■■ ■ x S'1, where the r¡ are even, the

t¡ odd and r¡, t, > 1. Then the rationalization of Mx (X, X) is given by

( k   2r,-l \ / /     f, \

(Ml(x,x))o= n n K(®b>>p)) x nn*^"~'(*'<»'*) >

where bp = dimg^'-'"'^, ®)) - dimQ(Hr'-p-x(X, Q)).

Proof. To begin, observe that

Mi(X, X) « fj[MPi(X, Sr-)j x \Í[Mqi(X, S"')J ,

where p,■■ : X —» Sn and q,• : X -> S'> are the projections. Since i, is odd,

(S'')o = K(Q, t¡). It follows from Proposition 2.1 and Thorn's result (3.1) that

n

(Mqi(X, S'-))o = l\K(H'-p(X, Q),p).
p=\
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It remains then to take n = r¿ to be even and compute the rational homotopy

groups of MP(X, Sn), where p — p¡ : X -* S" is the projection.

Let e: S" -► (Sn)0 be the rationalization of Sn. Let n = e op: X -► (Sn)0.

Then, by Proposition 2.1, we have that (MP(X, Sn))0 =¿ M„(X, (Sn)0). Now

the Postnikov decompositon of (S")0 is of the form

K(Q,2n-l)^(Sn)o^K(Q,n),

with rc-invariant k2n = i2 £ H2n(K(Q, «), Q) where in £ Hn(K(Q, «), Q) is

the fundamental class. Accordingly, we have a fibre sequence of the form

M0(X, K(®, 2« - 1)) -* Mn(X, (Sn)o) ̂  Mqon(X, K(Q, «)).

By Lemma 4.4, the boundary homomorphism

d : np(Mqon(X, K(®, «))) - np_x(M0(X, K(Q, 2« - 1))),

identified as in (4.3), is given by

d(an-p ® ip) = 2an-pxn £ H2n~p(X, Q),

where xn = (q ° it)*(in) £ Hn(X,q) and an-P £ Hn~p(X, Q). Now multi-

plication by xn gives a linear injection of Hn~p(X, Q) into H2n~p(X, Q).

(Note that xn £ Hn(X, Q) corresponds to a nontrivial element of Hn(Sn, Q)

viewed in H"(X, Q).) Thus d is injective for all p > 0. Since the homotopy

groups of M0(X, K(Q, 2« - 1)) and MqoK(X, K(Q, «)) are given by Thorn's
isomorphism (3.1) the result now follows from a dimension count.   D

6.   Mo(X, X)*   AS  Ü-SPACE

In [3], Brown gives an example of spaces X and Y with X not a sus-

pension and Y not an i/-space such that the space of based inessential maps,

Mo(X, y)„, has the structure of i/-space. The following lemma provides more

examples of this phenomenon:

Lemma 6.1. Let X be a simply connected complex with only two nonvanishing,

finitely generated homotopy groups, say nn(X) and nm(X), with I < n < m.

Then
m-\

M0(X,X)t = n K(Hm-¡(X, itm(X)), i).
i=i

Proof. If y is an ££-space and X is any complex, define <P : Y x Mq(X , Y)t —►

A/o(X, Y) by 0(y, f)(x) = y • f(x),  where the product is taken in Y. We
claim that <P is a weak equivalence. To prove this, we consider the evaluation

fibration,

M0(X, Y), ^ M0(X, Y) ^ Y,

where p is the map which evaluates a function in Mo(X, Y) on the basepoint

of X. It is easy to see that O is a fibre preserving map from the trivial fibra-
tion over y with fibre Mq(X, Y)t to the evaluation fibration. Moreover, O

induces the identity map on the fibre over the basepoint of Y and a homotopy

equivalence on Y. Our claim follows from the five-lemma.
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An easy consequence of this fact and Thorn's result (3.1) is that given a

K(n, n) with « > 1 and it abelian and any complex X, we have a weak
equivalence

n-l

(6.2) M0(X, K(n, «)), ~w [J K(H"-¡(X, n), i).
i=i

To prove the lemma, we view X as the total space of the principal fibration

K(nm(X), m) «-> X A K(nn(X), n), and observe that there then exists a fibre

sequence of based mapping spaces of the form

M0(X, K(nm(X), m))* A M0(X, X). £ M0(X, K(n„(X), »))..

Since X is « - 1 connected « > 1, Hq(X, nn(X)) = 0, for all 0 < q <
n. By (6.2), Mo(X, K(n„(X), n))t is weakly contractible and so i is a weak
equivalence. By Proposition 2.1, i is a map between CW complexes and so the

result follows from (6.2) and Whitehead's theorem,   n

7.  A RESULT OF HaEFLIGER

Up to now we have concerned ourselves primarily with computing ratio-

nal homotopy groups of function spaces, for which Thorn's approach of using
Postnikov towers is well-suited. Our proof of Theorem 3, however, involves de-

termining the rational homotopy type of a component of a function space. As

Thorn's work in [20] indicates, an effective approach to this problem is to ana-

lyze the relevant evaluation maps. In this section, we recall a result of Haefliger

and apply it to deduce a characterization of certain evaluation maps.
Let X and Z be connected complexes, Vn a rational vector space, and

« > 0. In [7, §2.1], Haefliger characterizes maps of the form

(p:Z^M(X,K(Vn,n)),

as follows. By the exponential law, <p is adjoint to a map (j> : X x Z —»

K(Vn , «). By Thorn's result,

n

M(X,K(V„,n)) = Y[Ki
1=0

where K¡ = K(H"~'(X, V„), i). Let (p¡■ : Z —> K¿ denote <p composed with
the /th projection. Observe that

Hi(Ki,Q)*iHn-i(X,Q)®Vn*

where we view £f„_,(X,Q) as the dual space of Hn~'(X,Q) and V* =

Hn(K(V„ , «), Q). According to Haefliger, we have

Lemma 7.1 (Haefliger). Given a' ® v £ i/„_;(X, Q) ® V* = Hn-'(K,, Q) then

(p*(a' ® v) = a' n <p*(v)   where a' n (a ® b) = a'(a)b,

for a®b£ H*(X, Q) ® H*(Z, Q) s H*(X x Z, Q).
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We apply Haefliger's lemma to characterize the evaluation map

e : X x M(X, K(V„ , «)) ^K(V„,n),

defined by

e(x, f) = f(x),

and its restriction to a component M/(X, K(Vn, «)) of M(X, K(V„, «)) which

we denote by

ef : X x Mf(X, K(Vn , «)) - K(Vn, «).

Choose an additive basis {a¡j\i = 0,...,« ; j = 1, ... , /?,} of H-"(X, Q)
where au £ £f'(X, Q) and ft- = dim^i^X, Q)). Let b¡j £ H¡(X, Q),j =
I, ... , ßt be the basis dual to the a,y. Let ao = ao,i = 1 £ H°(X, Q) and let
¿?0 = o0, i = 1' be its dual. Let u e F„* = H"(K(Vn , «), Q). Observe that

e*(v)e£f"(XxM(X,tf(Kn,n)),Q)
n

S 0i£"-'(X, Q) ® £f!'(A£(X, K(Vn , «)), Q)
(=0

*@H'-i(X,Q)®H'lf[Kj,
i=o v=o

Since Mf(X, K(V„ , n) is connected,

n In

e}(v) £ 0£f»-'(X, Q) ® ££'    J] *) >
i=0 \;=1

Recalling that ££<(#,, Q) = £f'"(#(£f-''(X, K„), /), Q) S £f„_,(X, Q) 0 F„*,
we prove

Lemma 7.2 (cf. [15, pp. 323-324]).

n     ßi

(i) e*(v) = '%2'£iaij®(bij®v),
1=0 j=\

n-\  ßi

(ii) e*f(v) = J21Z ai¡ ® (*« ® v) + /• (u) ® 1.
¡=0 7=1

Proo/ We deduce (i) from Haefliger's result (Lemma 7.1). Note that the adjoint
of e

<p : M(X, K(V„ , n)) - M(X, K(Vn,n))

is just the identity map.   Let <p¡ : M(X, K(V„,n)) —> K¡ be the projection.

Then, by Lemma 7.1, if bn-i,j ®v £ HH-¡(X, Q) ® Vn* = W(Ki, Q),

tp*(bn-i,j ®v) = bn-ij n e*(t;).
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On the other hand,  <p*(b„-¡j ®v) = b„-¡j ®v £ H'(M(X, K(Vn, «)), Q),
since q> is the identity. Since {a¡j} is an additive basis for Ü-"(X,Q) and

n

e*(v)£(¡)H"-i(X,®)®Hi(M(X,K(V„,n)),Q),
i=0

we may write
n     ßi

s*(v) = z2zZa"-i>j®Cij
¡=0 j=l

for some c¿; £ H'(M(X, K(Vn , «)), Q). But now we have

bn-ij®v =<p*(b„-ij®v) = bn-ijr\e*(v)

=bn-ij n (an-ij ® Cij) = dj.

This proves part (i).
For (ii) we observe that the composition

X - X x Mf(X, K(Vn , «)) % K(Vn, n)

is just the map f : X —* K(Vn , n), which fact, together with (i), implies the

result.   D

8. Proof of Theorem 3

Theorem 3. Let X be a simply connected complex with finitely many, finitely
generated homotopy groups whose rationalization is a two-stage Postnikov system.

Then

Mo(X,X)~qXxM0(X,X)t.

Proof. Our technique will be to construct the minimal model for Mq(X , X).

We follow the approach of Meiler and Raussen [15].

We assume that the nontrivial rational homotopy groups of X occur in

dimensions « and m with 1 < « < m. Put Vn = nn(X) ® Q and Vm =

itm(X) ® Q. Then the rationalization Xo of X is given by the pullback dia-

gram

K(Vm,m)--X0 P

P 9

K(Vn,n)—^K(Vm,m + l)

where q: P -» K(Vm, m + 1) is the path/loop fibration and where k e

Hm+x(K(Vn, n), Q) is the rational fc-invariant of X. If k is zero than X0

is an i/-space. By the first paragraph of Lemma 6.1, we have that

Ar0(X,Xo)^XoxJl/o(X,X0)».

The result now follows, in this case, from Proposition 2.1 and we may assume

then that k is nontrivial.
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By [4, Lemma 3.2], the rational Postnikov tower of X determines the mini-

mal model, (Jf*(X), dx), of X. Specifically, (Jf*(X), dx) is of the form

^*(X) = An(Vn*)®dxAm(V*).

Regarding the differential dx, note that dx may be viewed as a linear map
dx : V* -> Hm+x(K(Vn , «), Q) and so as an element of Hm+x(K(Vn , n), Vm).

According to the lemma, the differential coincides with the rational /¿-invariant

k of X.
Since k is nontrivial, Hm+x(K(Vn, «), Q) ^ 0. It follows that n\m + 1.

Since « > 1, we cannot have that « divides m also. Given the form of

(Ji*(X) ,dx) we conclude that

Hm(X, Q) 2 ker{dx : V* -» Hm+X(K(V„ , n), Q)}.

We assume, at first, that dx is injective so that Hm(X, Q) = 0.

The fibration p : X0 -» K(V„ , n) induces a fibration on free mapping spaces

p:Mo(X,X0)-*M0(X,K(Vn,n)).

Since, under our current assumptions, [X, K(Vm, m)] = Hm(X, Vm) = 0,

the mapping space M(X, K(Vm, m)) is connected and it follows that the the

fibre of p is M(X, K(Vm, m)). By Thorn's result, the rational cohomology

of M(X, K(Vm , m)) is free as a graded algebra. We wish to apply the Hirsch

Lemma [4, Lemma 3.1] to the fibration p and so obtain a model for M0(X, X0).

To apply the lemma, however, we must first show that the rational cohomol-

ogy of M(X, K(Vm, m)) is transgressive (see [4, p. 257]) with respect to the

fibration p.
To this end, consider the fibration on mapping spaces

q:M(X,P)^M0(X,K(Vm,m + \)),

induced by q : P -> K(Vm, m + 1), with fibre M(X, K(Vm, m)). From the
exponential law and the definition of P it is clear that M(X, P) is homeomor-

phic to the path space on Mq(X , K(Vm , m + 1)). Thus q is just the path/loop

fibration over a product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces. As such, the rational

cohomology of M(X, K(Vm, m)) is easily seen to be transgressive with respect

to q. To show that it is transgressive with respect to p, we show that the

fibration p : M0(X, Xo) —► M0(X, K(V„, «)) is the pullback of q via the map

k : M0(X ,K(Vn, «)) - M0(X, K(Vm ,m + l)).

Let E denote the total space of the pullback of q by k. Then it is easy to

check that

£ = {/:X^X0  | />o/~*}.

Thus Mo(X, Xo) is a full component of E. To show equality, we consider
the exact sequence of sets of homotopy classes of maps corresponding to the

fibration K(Vm, m) <-^> Xo -^> K(V„ , n),  a portion of which is given as

[X, K(Vm,m)] -* [X, X0] ̂  [X, K(V„,n)].

Note that, by our assumption, [X, K(Vm, m)] = Hm(X, Vm) - 0. Thus p* is

injective as a map of sets and it follows that E = Afo(X, Xo).
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We can now apply the Hirsch Lemma to obtain a model for Mo(X, Xo).

By Thorn's result, M(X, K(Vm, m)) and M0(X, K(Vn, «)) are products of

Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces. Thus the minimal models of these spaces are sim-

ply their rational cohomology algebras with trivial differentials. By the Hirsch

Lemma, a model (sé*(Mo(X, Xo)), S) for Afo(X, Xo) is given in the form

sé*(Mo(X,Xo)) = H*(Mo(X,K(Vn,n)),Q)®sH*(M(X,K(Vm,m)),Q)

where the differential ô is just the transgression of the fibration p. We seek to

determine the differential explicitly.

Write M0(X, K(Vm ,m + l)) = n^,1 K¡ where K¡ = K(Hm~i+l(X, Vm), i).
Let k¡ : Mo(X, K(Vn, «)) —► K¡ denote k composed with the projection. Since

p is the pullback of q by k, the k¡ are the &-invariants for Mq(X , X0), and,
as such, they determine the transgression of p.

To be more explicit, write

m

H*(M(X,K(Vm,m)),Q) = Y[Ai(Hm-i(X,Vm))
1=1

where we identify Hm-¡(X, Vm) = £fm-'(Ä:(£fm-''(X, Vm), i), Q). Also, let us

write Hm-i(X, Vm) = Hm-t(X, Q) ® V*. Then given

bm-tj ®v£ Hm.i(X, Q) ® V* = \ecti(H*(M(X, K(Vm , m)), Q)),

we note that bm-itJ®v £ Hm-¡(X, Vm) = Hi+x(K(Hm-¡(X, Vm),i+l),Q) =

Hi+x(Ki+i, Q). Thus k*+i(bm-ij ®v)£ Hi+x(Mo(X, K(Vn , «)), Q). By the
Hirsch Lemma, the differential

Ô : Vecti(H*(M(X, K(Vm , m)), Q)) - Hi+X(M0(X, K(Vn , «)), Q)

is given by the equation

(8.1) S(bm-ij®v) = k*i+l(bm-ij®v).

We now apply Haefliger's result (Lemma 7.1). Note that k is adjoint to the

map g = k o e0 where eo : X x M0(X, K(V„, n)) -* K(V„, n) is the evaluation

map restricted to the component of the constant map in M(X, K(Vn , «)). By

(8.1) and Lemma 7.1,

S(bm-i,j ®v) = k*+x (bm-ij ®v) = bm-ij n g*(v)

= bm-ijne*o(k*(v)),

Let xx, ... , xs be a basis for Hn(K(Vn , n), Q). Let Vi,... ,vt be a basis

for V*. Recall k* = dx : V* -* Hm+x(K(Vn, «), Q), where dx is the differ-
ential for the minimal model of X. As usual, write k*(v¡) = p¡(xx,... , xs)

where p¡ is some homogeneous polynomial in s variables of appropriate de-
gree. Now HJ(X, Q) = 0 for 0 < j < n. By Lemma 7.2 then, the evaluation

map eo : X x Mq(X, K(V„, «)) —> K(Vn , n) is given simply by the equation

e*,(Xi) = l®b0®x¡,
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where we recall b0 £ H0(X, Q) is the dual vector to 1 £ H°(X, Q). We see

then that, for v¡ £ V„*, we have

eo(k*(v¡)) = e^(pi(xx,... , xs))

(8.3) =Pi(l®b0®xx, ... , l®b0®xs)

= 1 ®pi(b0®xx, ... , b0®xs).

Combining (8.2) and (8.3), we obtain the following description of the differ-

ential S. Given bm-¡j ®v¡ £ Vect¡(H*(M(X, K(Vm, m)))) for 0 < i < m
we have

ö(bm-ij ® vi) = bm-ij n e*(k*(v¡)) = bm-i,¡ n (1 ® p¡(b0 ®xx,... ,b0®xs))

= bm-i,j(l)-Pi(bo®xx, ... ,b0®xs) = 0,

since bm-ij(l) = 0 for 0 < i < m. Similarly, on the basis {bo®vx, ... , bo®

vt) of Vectm(££*(Af(X, K(Vm, m)))) we see that ô is given by

S(b0 ® v¡) = pi(b0 ®xx, ... ,b0®xs).

We conclude that the model (sé*(M0(X, X0)), S) may be written in the
form

(m-\

(g)A,(££w-/(X,Fm))
i=i

where dx is just the differential of the minimal model of X. It follows that

sé*(M0(X, X0)) is, in fact, the minimal model for Afo(X, Xo). Since the min-
imal model of X is a factor in the minimal model of M0(X, X0), by unique-

ness, we obtain

m-\

Mo(X, Xo) ̂ Q X x ft K(Hm~'(X, Vm), i).
i=i

Now, using the proof of Lemma 6.1 and Proposition 2.1, it is easy to see that

m-l

(M0(X, X),)o = II ^Hm-l(X, Vm), i).
i=i

Thus, since M0(X, X) ~q M0(X, Xo), the theorem is proved in the case where

dx : V* -, Hm+X(K(V„ , n), Q) is injective.
For the general case, we write V„* = W* ® V* where V* = ker{dx : V¿ -,

Hm+X(K(V„ , n), Q)}. Then we may decompose X0 as the product X0 = To x

K(V, m) where Y0 is a rational two-stage Postnikov system with injective

^-invariant. Let y be a two-stage Postnikov system with finitely generated

homotopy groups whose rationalization is yo. Then, by the above, we have

that M0(Y, Y)~QYx M0(Y, Y)„
Using Proposition 2.1 and an induction on the height of a Postnikov tower,

it is easy to show that, given a simply connected complex Z with finitely many,
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finitely generated homotopy groups, there is a weak equivalence

(8.4) (M0(Z, Z))o s« M0(Z0, Z0),

where (M0(Z, Z))0 is the rationalization of M0(Z, Z). The analogous result
holds for the space of based inessential maps. Applying (8.4) to our rational
decomposition of M0(Y, Y) we get

(8.5) m0(Yo , y0) ¡s«, y0 x M0(y0, r0).

From (8.4), (8.5) and the exponential law we obtain the following chain of
equivalences:

(8.6)
(Mo(X, X))o ^ M0(Y0 x K(V, m),Y0x K(V, m))

« M0(Y0 x K(V, m), y0) x Mo(Y0 x K(V, m),K(V, m))

« Mo(K(V, m),Mo(Y0, Y0)) x M0(X0, K(V, m))

~w Mo(K(V, m),Y0x M0(Y0, Y0),) x M0(X0, K(V, m))

*M0(K(V, m), Yo) x Mo(K(V, m),M0(Y0, Y0).)

xMo(X0,K(V,m)).

Now, since Y0 is m + 1 coconnected and K(V, m) is m - 1-connected, we
see that, for p > 0, np(M0(K(V, m), Y0).) S [K(Vm, m), QP(Y0)] = 0, so
that Afo(.rv(^» m), Y0)* is weakly contractible. From the evaluation fibration

(see Lemma 6.1)

M0(K(V, m), Y0), ̂  M0(K(V, m), Y0) A Y0

we obtain that

(8.7) M0(K(V,m),Yo)^wYo.

From Lemma 6.1 and (8.4), we have

OT-l

Mo(Y0, Y0), -„, J] ür(££m-''(y0, W), i),

i=i

so that, by Thorn's result (3.1),

(8.8) Mo(K(V, m),Mo(Y0, Y0).) ̂  H K(Hm-¡(Yo, W), i).
i=i

Also, we have

m

(8.9) Mo(XQ,K(V, m)) ~w Y[K(Hm-(X, V), i).
/=i
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Substituting (8.7), (8.8), and (8.9) into (8.6), we obtain

m—1 m

Mo(X, X) ~Qy0x[] K(Hm-¡(Yo, W), i) x \[K(Hm-l(X, V), i)

i=\ 1=1

m-\

= Y0xK(V,m)x Wk^-^Yo, W)®Hm-i(X, V), i)
i=i

m-\

~QXx Y[K(Hm-'(X,Vm),i)

i=i
~QXxAf0(X,X),,

and the proof is complete.   □

Remark. Hansen [9, Corollary 3.5] proves that for n > 8, n ^ 11, 27, and
n £ 15 mod 16, M0(S" , Sn) is not homotopy equivalent to S" x M0(Sn , Sn)*.

Thus there is no analogue of Theorem 3 in ordinary homotopy theory.
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